Smart lighting
for top class schools
Transform your school into a state-of-the-art and inspirational learning
environment with Interact Pro
We believe smart lighting can create a smarter learning environment. Interact Pro is an intuitive app
and dashboard that works with Philips Interact Ready lighting and lets teachers adjust the classroom
atmosphere to create exactly the right ambience. It’s a smart, flexible and energy-conscious choice
for any school that wants to give pupils the best possible education, with light that enhances learning
and brings out the best in both students and teachers.

A great learning environment
 ight can be tailored to suit the learning task or
L
the time of day.
Increase light levels to invigorate pupils when they
need to be more active, supporting a fresh start to
the day (morning) or afternoon (after lunch break).
 ecrease light levels to create a relaxing environment
D
during breaks or quiet time.

Energy conscious
 ailor lighting to your school schedules, timetables or
T
between classes foot traffic using automated lighting
profiles and dimming zones.
 se motion sensors to activate the right light levels
U
instantly when people are present.
Individually set your light settings
with the Interact Pro app.

 se daylight sensors to reduce light levels when
U
natural light is strong.

Efficient
 ights dim or turn off automatically in empty
L
classrooms, corridors and floors.
 chedule lights to stay on after hours in zones
S
where students or teachers are still working.
 ights activate instantly when sensors
L
detect movement.

Continuously improving
 ake control of your lighting on-site or remotely via
T
the Interact Pro dashboard.
Identify areas using a lot of light and adjust settings
to save energy.
 ptimize lighting schedules where lighting usage
O
seems out of sync with usage.
 eet sustainability and benefit from energy rebate
M
program targets.

Smart lighting for top class schools
I’m proud of my school’s
energy saving lighting
and its commitment to
the environment.

I can set the lighting for every
kind of activity from focussed
tasks and quiet reading time
to creative pursuits and lively
group work.

I feel energized and
ready to start learning
thanks to the right light
levels in the classroom.

There’s no glare,
flicker or other visual
discomfort so I don’t
get distracted or tired.

Reading is a lot easier
on my eyes and
supports my visual
health and wellbeing.

Discover how Interact Pro harnesses the power of IoT lighting to make school days
more stimulating, productive and fun. Talk to your installer or go to:
www.interact-lighting.com/pro

